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 Objectives
 Introduce members to changes
 Will understand sin bin
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2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

What changed & why?
 “… make the Laws more accessible and more easily understood by everyone…”
 Combined laws and interpretations into one document.

 No longer Guide to Procedures, Advice to Referees, Position Papers, etc
 Simpler structure, new titles, more readable, explanations, etc.
 Removed >10,000 words



2017-2018 IFAB Law Changes

What changed & why?
 Clarifications which make the text clearer and/or easier to translate
 Some changes which are extensions of principles established in the 2016/17 revision

 Same philosophy as YC (instead of RC) for DOGSO in penalty area; stopping a promising attack in the 
penalty area is no longer a YC.

 Player entering field without permission and interfering with play is DFK (same as if substitute or team official)
 Flexibility for national associations to allow 5 substitutes if desired.
 Temporary dismissals as an alternative to YC’s.
 Flexibility to allow return substitutes

 Future changes will focus on 
 Fairness and integrity on the field of play
 Universality and inclusion (more people to partake and enjoy football)
 Growth of technology
 Captains
 Time wasting
 Effective playing time
 Kicks from the penalty mark
 Potential red cards for non playing members in the technical area
 Handball
 Continue to experiment with Video Assistant Referees (VAR)
 4th substitute in extra time

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 1 Field of Play
 Wholly natural or wholly artificial surfaces (competition rules permit exceptions).
 Artificial material ok for markings on natural fields if not dangerous.
 Logos and emblems allowed on corner flags & nets

 Law 2 The Ball
 Law 3 The Players

 Subs need to first enter field before taking a restart
 Up to 5 substitutes if NFA approves (still 3 for 1st division matches)
 Return substitutes allowed (NFA, confederation, or FIFA approves)
 If substitute at half time without informing referee, continue play and include in report.
 Player sent off 

 before roster may be replaced (11 players, 7 subs)
 after roster before start may be replaced by substitute (11 players, 6 subs)
 after start may not be replaced (10 players, 7 subs)

Team officials are anyone on the Team List (bench personnel) all others are Outside Agents
Interference by bench personnel is DFK or PK, outside agent is dropped ball.
Allow goal if outside interference tries to prevent unsuccessfully
Disallow goal if >11 players or team officials on field realized after goal scored.

Restart with DFK from position of the extra person

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 3 The Players (Continued)
 Captains have no special privileges, but do have degree of responsibility for team behavior
 Player returns to field without permission.

 Interferes with play or match official – DFK from position of interference
 Does not interfere with play – IFK from position of the ball
 Need not immediately stop play.  Issues YC in both situations.

 Law 4 The Player’s Equipment
Socks – any material applied or worn externally must be same color as socks
Shoes or shin guards off must be fixed before next restart
Undergarments must be same color as uniform and must match other players

 No electronic communication between players and / or technical staff
 If leaves field to correct equipment, may return run of play once checked
 Head covers are allowed (safe, not attached to shirt, black or match jersey)
 Electronic performance and tracking systems (EPTS) must bear the

International Match Standard (IMS) mark

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 5 The Referee
Added “.. Best of ability,… spirit of the game… opinion of referee… within the             
framework of the Laws of the Game”.

 Clarified may not change prior decision after restart, “..signaled second half,                            
.. left field of play, or terminated match.”

 Punish more serious offense when multiple at same time.
Can only show cards from start of match to end of match.
Have authority to prevent player from participating if send off offense before start of match.
Players do not need to leave field to be treated if physical contact and card issued and 
treatment is quick.

 Do not have to stop play if another ball on field does not interfere with a goal.
Added one arm advantage signal



2017-2018 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 5 The Referee
Decisions of the referee, and all other match officials, must always be respected.
A medical team official who commits a dismissible offence may remain if the team has no 
other medical person available, and act if a player needs medical attention.

Temporary Dismissals
Added authority to issue temporary dismissals instead of YC’s; an immediate ‘suspension’ 
from participating in the next part of that match.
Only applies to players (not substitutes or team officials).
Duration is the same for all offenses and should be 10-15% of the total playing time
Team plays down during the “sin bin”.
Player may return to the match during the run of play with referee’s permission.
Remaining sin bin time applied to second half or extra time.
May take part in kicks from the mark if time ends
If further misconduct during sin bin (i.e. YC or RC), then player is sent off & team plays down.
If two sin bins in the same match, player does not participate further in match, but may be 
replaced after the sin bin time is over.
Other variation where some misconduct is sin bin and some are still YC’s.

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 6 The Other Match Official
 Operate under the direction of the referee.
 Competition rules must clearly state who replaces a match official.

AR’s, Fourth Official, Additional AR’s, and Reserve AR’s duties explained.
 Law 7 The Duration of the Match

 Allowance for time lost (subs, injured players, wasting time, water breaks, other causes).
 Law 8 The Start and Restart of Play

Ball is in play when it is kicked and clearly moves (no longer must move forward).
Player kicking off the ball may be in the other team’s half of the field
Kick off directly into own goal; restart with corner kick for other team
Any number of players may contest a dropped ball (even the keeper).  Referee cannot decide 
who may contest a dropped ball or its outcome.

 Law 9 The Ball in and out of Play
 Law 10 Determining the Outcome of a Match

 An injured goal keeper may be replaced; the substitute keeper may participate in kicks; before 
or after kicks have started
Coin toss to determine which goal to use for kicks from the mark (unless one goal unsafe)
If before or during kicks from the mark, one team has more players, must reduce to equal.
If kicker penalized after whistle, record as miss and YC kicker.
If keeper penalized after whistle and miss, retake and YC keeper.

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 11 Offside
Opponents half does not include the half way line.

 Penalized when they become involved in play
 Playing the ball, Interfering with an opponent, or
 Gaining an advantage by playing the ball or interfering with an opponent after rebounds off goal 

post/cross bar or from a deliberate save.
 IFK where offence occurred, even in the player’s own half of the field of play.

Defender off field considered on goal line until ball played towards halfway line.
A ‘save’ is when a player stops, or attempts to stop, a ball which is going into or very close to 
the goal with any part of the body except the hands/arms (unless the goalkeeper within the 
penalty area).

Offside Situations
Offside player interferes with defender moving towards the ball; offense if it impacts their 
ability to play or challenge for the ball.  If impedes progress, then penalize under law 12.
A player in an offside position fouled before committing an offside offense; penalize as 
occurred since before offside offense.
If foul occurs after the offside offense, penalize the offside offense as it occurred first.

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 12 Fouls and Misconduct
If offense involves contact, it is awarded with a DFK or PK.
Impeding progress with contact = DFK, without contact = IFK.
Show cards only during the match.  Have authority to prevent players from participating.
Only apply advantage during red card situation if clear opportunity to score.  Send off player 
when ball next out of play.  If player challenges or interferes, stop play and restart with IFK.
DOGSO outside the penalty area has not changed.
DOGSO inside the penalty area after awarding PK is caution unless 

 Offense was holding, pushing, or pulling; 
 No attempt to play the ball or possibility to make a challenge on the ball;
 Offense was otherwise punishable by a red card elsewhere on the field (abusive language, serious foul play, etc)

If player leaves field while playing and commits an offence, restart with free kick on the nearest 
boundary line (or PK if DFK on goal line in penalty area).
YC for stopping a promising attack (unless occurs in penalty area, then no YC since PK)
Sent off player, substitute, or substitute player that enters field and DOGSO is sent off.

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 13 Free Kicks
 Caution the player who deliberately prevents taking a free kick quickly.

 Law 14 Penalty Kick
 Ball in play when kicked and clearly moves
 Kicker must be clearly identified

New



2016-2017 IFAB Law Changes

 Law 15 The Throw In
 If unfairly distracts or impedes thrower (including moving within 2 yds) is cautioned.
 Restart is throw in if occurred before or IFK if ball in play.

 Law 16 The Goal Kick
 Corner kick if ball leaves penalty area and goes directly back into kicker’s goal
 If opponent inside penalty area touches or challenges the ball before it has touched another 

player, then the goal kick is retaken.
 Law 17 The Corner Kick

 If corner kick directly enters kicker’s goal, then corner kick to other team.
 In play when kicked and clearly moves (all free kick restarts)
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